Reduced virulence caused by meiotic instability of the TOX2 chromosome of the maize pathogen Cochliobolus carbonum.
The mechanisms by which pathogenic fungi evolve are poorly understood. Production of the host-selective cyclic peptide HC-toxin is controlled by a complex locus, TOX2, in the plant pathogen Cochliobolus carbonum. Crosses between toxin-producing (Tox2+) and toxin-nonproducing (Tox2-) isolates, as well as crosses between isolates in which the TOX2 genes were on chromosomes of different size, yielded progeny that had lost one or more copies of one or more of the TOX2 genes. Of approximately 200 progeny analyzed, eight (4%) had lost at least one TOX2 gene. All of them still had at least one functional copy of all of the known genes required for HC-toxin production (HTS1, TOXA, TOXC, and TOXE). Most deletion strains could be explained by simple chromosome breaks resulting in the loss of major contiguous portions (0.8 to 1.4 Mb) of the 3.5-Mb TOX2 chromosome, whereas others had more complicated patterns. All deletion strains had normal growth and were fertile, indicating that the 1.4 Mb of DNA contained no essential housekeeping genes. Most strains were also still virulent (Tox2+), but two had a novel phenotype of reduced virulence (RV), characterized by smaller lesions that expanded at a reduced rate and an inability to colonize plants systemically. Although the RV strains made no detectable HC-toxin in culture, the RV phenotype was dependent on the presence of a functional copy of HTS1, which encodes the central enzyme in HC-toxin biosynthesis. We propose that the RV strains still make a low level of HC-toxin, at least in planta, and that this is due to the loss of one or more genes that contribute to, but are not absolutely required for, HC-toxin synthesis.